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Abstract
In recent years, researchers have rediscovered the important cartographic collection of Élisée Reclus (1830e1905) and Charles Perron (1837e1909),
containing more than 10,000 maps of all kinds from the sixteenth to the twentieth century, including several reproductions of early maps from Antiquity
and the Middle Ages. This paper explores the contribution of these two geographers to the history of cartography as a critical discipline, analyzing the
construction of the ReclusePerron cartographic collection. It considers examples of the social and political uses of the collection at the beginning of the
twentieth century within the Cartographic Museum of Geneva (1907e1922). These materials provided the basis for an original social interpretation of the
history of cartography as a critical discipline endowed with a social utility, as well as an opportunity to explore a different way of conceiving maps and
geography, diverging from the uncritical hagiographies of geographical discoveries and cartographic accuracy which were typical of the time.
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In the nineteenth and the twentieth centuries, map collections
were assembled for a variety of social, cultural and political purposes. In this paper, I present the rather special case of a cartographic collection built and made available to a wide public by
geographers who were also radical militants, namely the anarchists
Élisée Reclus (1830e1905) and Charles Perron (1837e1909).
These two geographers worked together for twenty years to edit
Reclus’ encyclopedic Nouvelle Géographie Universelle (hereafter
NGU)1 which was written almost completely in Switzerland, where
Reclus was in exile following the 1871 Paris Commune, and where
he participated in political networks of anarchists and internationalists, Swiss and exiles, also including Perron, who was
based in Geneva. During this time they collected abundant cartographic materials which eventually they wished to make available
for public betterment and knowledge.
Reclus’ and Perron’s entire cartographic collection was
bequeathed to the City of Geneva where it is still held today, in the
Département de Cartes et Plans of the public library. Today, it comprises more than 10,000 maps of all kinds (still not completely
cataloged), including the raw materials, preparatory drawings,
proof copies and notes for the nineteen volumes of the NGU. We
ﬁnd in this collection maps from the sixteenth to the twentieth

century collected by Perron and Reclus, including several
nineteenth-century facsimiles of maps from Antiquity and the
Middle Ages. Some 350 pieces, collected over a decade and a half,
formed the collection of the Cartographic Museum of the City of
Geneva, which had been opened by Perron in 1907, but closed in
1922 following a gradual decline after the death of its founder in
1909.
From the publications accompanying the Museum’s opening, it
is quite apparent that Perron saw the history of cartography as an
open and inclusive ﬁeld, one not limited to certain techniques or
conﬁned within speciﬁc times. In his essay Les Mappemondes (Maps
of the World), Perron stressed the historical importance of the
images that every civilization builds of the world: ‘[Though] these
general documents do not give detailed information about the
diverse phases in the life of peoples, they outline the general view
of the grandeur and the decline of civilizations.’2 His generous
vision of the ﬁeld recalls some of Brian Harley’s claims concerning
the evolution of the ﬁeld and especially the criteria by which
certain kinds of documents were not even considered to be maps at
all. According to Harley, ‘in many cultures crude, distorted, plagiarized, ephemeral, oversimpliﬁed, and small-scale maps have been
neglected. Such scientiﬁc chauvinism dictates that they are often
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dismissed as not maps at all or labeled as mere oddities or cartographic curiosities.’3
Analyzing primary sources, including the archives and printed
works of these geographers and the documents now comprising
the map collection of the City of Geneva, this paper seeks to
interrogate the cartographic interventions of Reclus and Perron in
relation to contemporary debates over the ﬁeld. What was the idea
of cartography held by these geographers who were at the same
time scholars and radical political activists? How did they inform
the development of the Cartographic Museum? To what extent did
they anticipate the emergence of the history of cartography as a
scientiﬁc discipline? And what were the political and social uses of
the cartographic collection in the Swiss and international context of
the time?
In the ﬁrst part of the paper, I consider the role of Charles Perron
as a politically engaged geographer, inserted in a network of
anarchist scientists exiled in Switzerland at the end of the nineteenth century; in the second part, I approach the relation between
the cartographic collection and the general theories of its founders
regarding geography and cartography; in the third part, I focus on
the signiﬁcance of the Geneva Cartographic Museum and its contributions towards a progressive pedagogy.
Charles Perron: cartography and politics
Born into a socialist family in 1837 in Petit-Saconnex, near Geneva,
Charles-Eugène Perron was professionally trained by his father as a
draughtsman and an enamel painter. His ﬁrst contacts with geographers took place at the end of the 1860s, when Élisée Reclus went
to Switzerland to participate in the 1868 Berne Congress of the
League of Peace and Freedom, and to take part in the secret International Brotherhood promoted by Bakunin.4 In these years, Perron
played an important role in the foundation of the international
anarchist movement, co-founding with Reclus the Vevey section of
the Féderation Jurassienne in 1876.5 In 1894, together with his sons
Henri and Georges, he was still classiﬁed as an anarchist by the
Geneva police, who claimed that he was ‘in constant touch with
anarchists in Geneva and abroad, like the Reclus brothers. His door
is always open to foreign anarchist visitors, including the most
dangerous subjects’.6
Perron started his career as a cartographer in 1876e1877, by
drawing maps for Reclus’ NGU. While both Reclus and Perron were
severe critics of the cartography of their time (as discussed below),
they nevertheless included more than 6000 maps in the nineteen
volumes of the NGU, which were intended to follow the discourse
developed in the text though not to impose their semantic codes.7
To this end, they produced the kind of cartography now called
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‘thematic’, depicting speciﬁc features of population, language,
religion, climate and topography on the map.
In order to facilitate the production of the greys and the chiaroscuros necessary for this kind of cartography, Perron adopted a
technique called panicographie, invented by Firmin Gillot,8 which
allowed the draughtsmen to transfer their images directly to
typographic molds, removing the need for engraving. In the nineteenth century, the adoption of wood engraving instead of the old
copper engraving had had very important consequences in the map
trade.9 Innovations like Gillot’s favored the further diffusion of
iconographic systems in geographical publishing of the end of the
century.10 Before the adoption of panicographie, according to
Perron, ‘the main difﬁculty, for this kind of cartography, was the
engraving of good shades’ necessary to depict thematic features.11
One of the best examples of this approach is a map drawn by
Perron (Fig. 1) to illustrate a text published by Reclus in the Bulletin de
la Société Neuchâteloise de Géographie,12 where anarchist geographers tried to counter the contemporary application of Thomas
Malthus’ principles as proposed in his 1798 Essay on the Principle of
Population. Using scientiﬁc tools to express political concepts, Perron
represented the area which would be taken up by all humankind, if
the 1.5 billion people estimated at that time could meet all together
in a fraternal meeting (assuming that four people standing would
occupy a square meter). This area was juxtaposed to the map of Paris,
a city of great symbolic value from a political standpoint given
memories of the revolutions of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.13 Using arguments which resonate even today, Reclus sought
to demonstrate that the problem of resource shortages was not due
to the growth of human populations, but to the organization of the
global economy and to unequal distribution of wealth. This map
anticipated the idea of the Paris ‘Great Globe’, understood as a
symbol of human brotherhood, discussed in the next section.
A cartographic collection and the third dimension of the
world
In order to understand the value of the cartographic collection of
Reclus and Perron, we must ﬁrst see it in its historical context, as
well as in relation to the broader scientiﬁc concerns of these authors. As Harley and Woodward have pointed out, the word
cartography ‘is a neologism, coined by Manuel Francisco de Barros e
Sousa, Viscount of Santarem, in the mid-nineteenth century in
particular reference to the study of early maps.’14 In fact, many
great editorial works containing reproductions of maps from antiquity and the Middle Ages were published in Europe during the
nineteenth century, including those of Jomard, Lelewel, Desjardins
and Nordenskjöld.15 These works provided key reference points for
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Fig. 1. Perron’s demographic map, originally exhibited in the Geneva Cartographic Museum (Bibliothèque de Genève, Département de Cartes et Plans).

Perron in his designs for the Cartographic Museum, and many of
the reproduction maps displayed in the museum were drawn
directly from these sources.
Moreover, Perron’s evolutionary conception of the history of
cartography as a ﬁeld was designed to lead the reader/observer
inexorably towards its most recent stage, speciﬁcally the project
realized by Perron and Reclus themselves at the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century, which they
called Cartographie nouvelle. This initiative revolved around the
construction of three-dimensional cartographic objects, considered
to be more ‘true’ than the ﬂat Map, whose nature, according to
these geographers, was essentially to lie. In order to make good the
deﬁciency of conventional maps, Reclus proposed to build a Great
Globe, 127 meters in diameter, for the Universal Exposition of 1900.
Its scale of 1/100,000 would allow for the representation of altitudes in relief at the same scale as the horizontal dimension (for
example, a mountain of 1000 meters would have a material altitude
of a centimeter upon the globe’s surface). According to Reclus,
the globe outdoes the map by nature of its truthfulness: it
represents the planet in its true structure, it varies exactly
according to the real contours, whereas maps, increasingly
false as they are applied to greater parts of the planetary
surface, can only deceive the viewer regarding the relative
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dimensions of different regions [while] on the curvature of
an artiﬁcial globe it is impossible to err with regard to the
relative area of the various terrestrial entities.16
There is already a rich literature on this celebrated project.
Although in the end, the project for a Great Globe failed for political
and ﬁnancial reasons, it nonetheless generated a debate which still
impassions researchers.17 Here, it is sufﬁcient to consider the connections between Reclus’ idea and the critical remarks of Carl Ritter,
who asserted that ‘a geographer, who wants to study the world only
on maps, makes the same mistake as a physiologist seeking to study
the living body only on a corpse.’18 This critique of conventional
maps was readily adopted by anarchist geographers such as Reclus,
Kropotkin and Perron, who already were critical of the nearmonopoly enjoyed by governments and the military in the making of topographical maps. If the art of making globes, already
quoted in Strabo’s Geography,19 belongs to a long cultural tradition
of representing the whole world which was particularly evident in
the nineteenth century,20 the originality of Reclus’ project was its
symbolic charge in representing the principles of human unity and
universal brotherhood, as clearly evident in the Belgian socialist
journal L’Humanité Nouvelle, which ﬁrst published the proposal.
One problem frequently raised by Reclus was the proportion of
the world’s different regions represented on ﬂat maps and atlases.
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In 1891, he had already proposed a Uniform Atlas, representing the
whole surface of the earth, in 38 sheets at the same scale and with
the same deformation, where ‘at every point of the Atlas equivalent
surfaces of the Map represent equivalent surfaces on the earth.’21
This questioning of conventional atlases, which clearly anticipates
the problematic developed nearly a century later by Arno Peters,22
suggests a critique of Eurocentrism, a term yet to be devised.
This utopian perspective was clearly evident in the geographical
debates of the time. While promoting his Uniform Atlas, Reclus was
directly in dialog with the protagonists of another ‘universal’
cartographic project: the Million-Scale International Map of the
World, proposed in 1891 by Albrecht Penck at the Fifth International Geographical Congress (IGC) in Berne.23 According to Alastair
Pearson and Mike Heffernan,
the idea can be traced back to the mid-nineteenth century
when several cartographers, including Sir Henry James, the
Director of the British Topographical Department, raised
questions about the practical value of an ever-expanding
archive of maps produced by rival national cartographic
agencies using differing conventions.24
After Penck’s paper, ‘an IGC Commission of prominent geographers and cartographers was duly established to investigate the
idea, including Penck, Ferdinand von Richthofen, Eduard Brückner
and Alexander Supan from Germany, John Scott Keltie and Ernst G.
Ravenstein from Britain, Franz Schrader from France, and John
Wesley Powell from the United States.’25
Many of these authors had direct links to Reclus, namely
Schrader, who was his cousin and a collaborator of the NGU as part
of the geographical networks linked to the publisher, Hachette,26
and John Scott Keltie, who was a friend of Reclus and Kropotkin,27 supporting their participation in the activities of the Royal
Geographical Society. Penck corresponded in these years with
Reclus, who proposed a collaboration between the Uniform Atlas
and the International Map projects. In an 1891 letter to Perron,
Reclus wrote:
I have read Penck’s proposition: as it seems to be conceived
honestly and in a pure scientiﬁc spirit, I would have shame
and bad conscience in doing anything without alerting him
and proposing to him a collaboration. We would have great
advantages: 1. He is a true geographer, and a strong worker;
2. He is German, and by our alliance we could escape from
this dishonorable and awful impasse of ‘French science and
German science’ [.] We will have surely troubles and difﬁculties but I think that acting in a different way will be
worse.28
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In 1897e1898, Penck and Reclus worked together on the project
for a bilingual (FrencheGerman) Geography of Switzerland, promoted by the Swiss Association of Geographical Societies.29 In the
absence of direct evidence, we can infer that the failure of such a
proposition was due to the substantial difference between their
respective conceptions of a ‘World Map’. On the one hand, Reclus
and Perron’s endeavor was based on voluntarism and ‘disinterested
science’ (that is, science not serving state or imperial purposes),
aiming to advance the principle of universal brotherhood. On the
other hand, the One Million Map project stressed another kind of
universalism, working with topographical ofﬁces and engaging
colonial states, far from the ‘pure scientiﬁc spirit’ to which Reclus
aspired. Nevertheless, the two projects were not entirely separate:
as David Livingstone has noted, anarchist geographers like Reclus
and Kropotkin sought to utilize essentially the same scientiﬁc instruments as the contemporary geographies of power, though for
opposite political purposes.30
The Great Globe was clearly an extension of ideas developed in
the Uniform Atlas. In this context, it is important to note that Perron,
based in Geneva, worked to build the ﬁrst pieces of the Globe,
namely a relief model of Switzerland, in plaster, at the scale of 1/
100,000, reproducing the terrestrial curvature underlying the
country. In correspondence with Perron, Reclus alluded to various
other projects under consideration at the time, including a relief of
Scotland (unaccomplished) which was to be directed by Patrick
Geddes (1858e1932).
What a ﬁne fragment of our globe Switzerland would be [.].
This from now on will be the centerpiece of our drive [.] If
that map of Scotland begins, without doubt with the small
Edinburgh-Glasgow section, it will bear, if it doesn’t seem to
you premature, the acknowledgement: Globe fragment
projected by E.R., Ch. P. and P.R.31
With the assistance of Kropotkin and Scott Keltie, Geddes duly
obtained the support of the Royal Geographical Society,32 which
had discussed the project in one of its sessions in 1898.33
In this period, Perron was the main international advocate of
large-scale reliefs (from 1/500,000 to 1/5000), as opposed to smallscale reliefs which necessarily exaggerate altitude to make them
perceptible. Such models drew on a well-established Swiss tradition34: as William Pearson and Martin Schaefer have shown, the
terrain models of Joachim Eugen Müller (1752e1833) were among
the ﬁrst attempts to build large-scale reliefs (1/40,000 and 1/
60,000) of Swiss alpine regions. According to Pearson and Schaefer,
Müller’s works clearly had a ‘lower level of accuracy in the vertical
axis of the model’ than later representations based on the topographical maps of Switzerland made by General Dufour (between
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1832 and 1864) and Hermann Siegfried (between 1870 and 1926),
which, among other sources, were available to Perron for his
work.35 Nevertheless, Perron did not cite Müller, perhaps because
there were theoretical differences between their two approaches.
According to Thomas Mair and Susan Grieder, Müller’s reliefs
served to make better ﬂat maps’,36 like the Atlas Suisse by Johann
Rudolf Mayer and Johann Heinrich Weiss. In contrast, Perron’s
reliefs were designed to be autonomous objects, outdoing the best
of maps in their proximity to ‘nature’.
In 1894 Perron won the endorsement of the Geneva
Geographical Society for his plan to assemble a ﬁrst relief of
Switzerland at the scale of 1/500,000 for the national exposition to
be held in the city two years later. As this support was merely
‘moral’,37 Perron took part in the exposition only as chairman of the
cartographic section, while starting work on the 1/100,000 version,
reﬁning a set of standards for a new relief-based cartography:
1. Reliefs have as their object the depiction of the conﬁguration of the ground just as it is. 2. They should not allow any
of the conventions used in geographical maps. 3. Nothing
should be represented that is not to scale. 4. Reliefs representing all or part of the earth’s crust should replicate the
exact curvature. 5. Reliefs should be constructed according to
rather precise mechanical procedures so as to achieve
mathematical exactitude. 6. Reliefs pertain to the domain of
the exact sciences, where art enters only as a secondary
consideration.38
These guidelines were presented in 1900 at the Berlin International Geographic Congress by Arthur de Claparède, the Secretary
of the Geneva Geographical Society, who added that:
The great advantage of the relief is to complement maps by
showing the surface of the earth according to its true form,
which the latter cannot do with the numerous conventions
which by nature they admit. It is in this way that, from the
point of view of the greatest geographers, they instill erroneous ideas, which reliefs are called upon precisely to
eliminate or prevent.39
After the abandonment of the Great Globe project, Perron had
difﬁculty ﬁnding ﬁnancial support for the completion of his relief
model of Switzerland, which he hoped to display independently at
the 1900 Paris World Fair. He initially obtained a subsidy of
1.500 Francs from the Swiss Federal Council, but this was suddenly
revoked after the intervention of a group of Zurich cartographers
including Albert Heim, who contested the award. The controversy
appears to have arisen for political reasons: given that the relief of
Switzerland was considered to represent the ‘ﬁgure of the
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Nation,’40 the fact that its design was entrusted to an anarchist
would in itself have posed some difﬁculties. But the dispute was
also shaped by the conﬂict between French-speaking and Germanspeaking geographers, as evident in the numerous pamphlets and
articles which appeared at the time. In this debate, a vocal section
of the Geneva and Lausanne scientiﬁc community gave full support
to Perron, though their efforts proved in vain.
From a letter sent by Perron to his friend Daniel Baud-Bovy, we
know that the cartographer received a grant of 5000 Francs from
the chocolate-maker Suchard, enabling him to start his work.41
Reclus, living in Brussels at this time, was unfailing in his encouragement of his friend. ‘Although your undertaking may be held
back, it doesn’t seem to me that it will be buried: of course, you will
have to pursue it with unwavering perseverance.’42 Perron’s relief
model eventually made it to Paris, where it won a Gold Medal, and
afterward it was exhibited in Geneva, winning full honors. As discussed in the next section, Perron’s newly-won celebrity played a
key role in enabling him to open the Cartographic Museum.
Although the ofﬁcial poster for the exhibition reproduced the most
classical Helvetic stereotypes of mountains and alpinism (Fig. 3),
Perron’s relief model is actually a rare case of a national image of
Switzerland which does not include its boundaries (Fig. 2). Rather,
it follows the tradition of ‘natural region’ geography, in which regions are deﬁned independently of political power.43
Following Reclus’ departure from Switzerland, he attempted in
the ﬁnal years of his life to realize another project aiming at the
three-dimensional representation of the world: the Spherical Atlas,
presented in 1902 at the Berlin Gesellschaft für Erdkunde
(Geographical Society) and in 1903 at the London Royal
Geographical Society, when the most famous Anglophone geographers of the day, including Mackinder, Herbertson and Ravenstein,
took part in the discussion.44 This Atlas aimed to represent the
whole world on 46 curved sheets of aluminum at the uniform scale
of 1:5,000,000, without altitude in relief but incorporating an
‘exact’ terrestrial curvature (Fig. 4).
In contrast to the Great Globe, these objects had to be rather
small, in order to be suitable for didactic use in the classroom. In
fact the teaching of geography was a key priority for Reclus as well
as for his anarchist colleagues, recalling Pestalozzi’s afﬁrmation of
the importance of didactic excursions.45 In this context, too, they
proposed alternatives to the use of ﬂat maps in the classroom.
During the 1903 RGS meeting, for example, Reclus asserted that ﬂat
maps should be ‘completely banished’ from primary education.46 In
the same years, Reclus worked with the Barcelona Escuela Moderna,
founded by Francisco Ferrer y Guardia (1859e1909), to construct
several small cardboard globes designed to show children the real
features of the Earth.47 However, only one sheet of the spherical
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Fig. 2. Photograph of Perron’s relief model, taken by Fred Boissonnas and signed by the author (Geneva, Centre d’Iconographie Genevoise, Fonds Boissonnas).

Atlas (representing the Western Mediterranean) was completed,
though several impressions of this were fabricated in Brussels by
Emile Patesson. Three of these were sent to Perron in Switzerland,
to be used as the last piece of his chronological exhibition, representing the so-called ‘cartography of the future’.
A cartographic museum: geography and popular education
The Cartographic Museum of the City of Geneva, open from 1907 to
1922, was the result of the initiative and persistence of Charles
Perron. When Reclus departed from Switzerland in 1891, he left
behind more than 6000 maps of all kinds which had been used as
sources and preparatory material for the 19 volumes of the NGU.48
This encyclopedic work had been realized by Reclus during his 20years exile in Switzerland with the collaboration of a network of
scientists, many of whom were also anarchists and members of the
Swiss section of the ﬁrst International Workers Association: Perron,
Pëtr Kropotkin, Léon Metchnikoff, and Gustave Lefançais, among
others. The advocacy of public, secular and popular education was

central to their political discourse, and it was in the work of the
Internationalists in Switzerland that we encounter the earliest expressions of the movement known as ‘liberation pedagogy’.49
Perron was one of the forefathers of this movement, writing in
the 1868 pamphlet De l’obligation en matière d’instruction that
‘Ignorance, here is the organic social vice, the foremost cause of
disorder! It is here that it is necessary to strike, and strike hard,
because if we can make this cancer disappear, the truth, the ﬁnal
revolution will be accomplished.’50 In 1876, Reclus and Perron had
founded the Vevey section of the Fédération Jurassienne; in its
journal, they advocated the establishment of independent schools,
arguing that: ‘We are quite far from being assured the instruction
that we need to have the upper hand in our struggle against oppressors. By a bloody irony of fate, it is of them that we must ask
what we [can] learn.’51
Notwithstanding the common portrayal of Anarchists as
dreamers and utopians, these militants were very pragmatic in
making alliances with other progressives, such as Liberals and Republicans, in the cause of promoting public and secular popular
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Fig. 3. Poster for the public exhibition of Perron’s relief model in Geneva (Bibliothèque de Genève, Département des Afﬁches).

education. This is evident, for example, in the collaboration between anarchists such as James Guillaume and Paul Robin (members of the Fédération Jurassienne) and the liberal free-thinker
Ferdinand Buisson in the editing of the imposing Dictionnaire de
Pédagogie, creating the foundations for subsequent French policy in
public education.52
In Geneva, Perron worked in a similar way: he proposed to the
local administration a project following his idea of secular and
rational scientiﬁc education which also coincided with some of the
purposes of the state’s public cultural institutions, including its
museums. In this task, Perron found support among several local
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administrators, such as the counsellor Piguet-Fages, and the
geographer and radical politician William Rosier (1856e1924),
who dedicated a great part of his career to public education. One
recent analysis has noted that when Rosier served his party on the
Council of State, from 1906 to 1918, ‘his great victories were linked
to the improvements of the most egalitarian school’.53 Rosier
based his teaching at the University of Geneva ﬁrmly on the PerroneReclus cartographic collection, so much so that a 1908
municipal document afﬁrmed that the collection could be
considered the ‘laboratory of the Geography Chair of the
University.’54
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Fig. 4. Spherical map of the Western Mediterranean (Bibliothèque de Genève, Département des Cartes et Plans).

In 1891, Perron described the collection as holding the ‘maps,
diagrams and topographic reliefs which served the preparation of
the sixteen volumes of the Nouvelle Géographie Universelle already
brought to light’, explaining further that ‘this unique collection
comprises more than 6000 maps. There is little in it that would be a
historical or bibliographic curiosity; yet they are generally the best
modern maps that we possess, which have a great value for practical geographers. Then the merit of this collection is further
enhanced by the presence of a great number of original sketches or
collections sent directly to Mr. Reclus.’55
Marianne Tsioli, the current curator of the Geneva cartographic
collection, recounts the story of Perron’s gift to the city as follows:
in 1893, Perron deposited the six thousand eight hundred
and thirteen maps united in forty three portfolios at the library, where they became the map collection. In 1902, he
added two hundred and forty-eight maps, eighty
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photographs and forty-one reliefs. Perron and Reclus joined
to this gift numerous works of geography and atlases, toward
promoting the study of geography.56
But, as mentioned earlier, it was only after his success at the
Paris 1900 exhibition that Perron gained full institutional recognition for the cartographic collection. In 1903 he was ofﬁcially named
curator of cartographic collection, whereupon he ‘undertook the
methodical classiﬁcation and cataloging of the collection, and [.]
obtained a special allocation of funds [.] In 1905, the map
collection of the City of Geneva was installed in the Building at
Bastions.’57
In those years, the Administrative Council of the City of Geneva
launched a call for donations and Perron was gratiﬁed with the
response. ‘This appeal was a complete success. It was in this way
that in 1902 and 1903 the map collection grew to more than a
thousand maps, numerous atlases, wall maps, etc., coming mostly
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Fig. 5. First section of Perron’s map catalog (Bibliothèque de Genève, Département des Cartes et Plans).

from donations.’58 In 1904, the cartographer could describe the
mappothèque as follows:
One ﬁnds there for each country, in addition to the administrative or other general maps, numerous regional maps,
city plans, etc., as well as maps relating to archeology,
ethnography, politics and war. Still others related to geology,
the natural production of the soil, agriculture, industry
commerce, transportation routes, statistics, etc. A rather
large number of maps bear annotations by Mr. Reclus, which
in no way diminishes their value [.] Our map collection
additionally contains other documents, among these there
are found, in signiﬁcant numbers, special maps with dedications by their authors, unpublished maps by explorers; still
others, similarly manuscripts, by known cartographers such
as Vuillemin, by celebrated engravers such as Collin; in other
words, some rare works.59
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The criteria by which the collection was classiﬁed were mainly
geographical: in his handwritten inventory, Perron cataloged the
maps according to the regional organization of the NGU and added
only a section of world maps, a section of wall maps and a section of
Atlases. If this kind of organization and size had some similarities
with other great cartographic collections of that time, like those of
Jomard,60 Nordenskjöld61 and Roland Bonaparte,62 we can nonetheless recognize some original features in Perron’s work. Firstly,
this ensemble was not designed to be a private collection: it was
based on work materials gathered not for their own value, but for
their utility as sources for scientiﬁc knowledge, namely for the
realization of the NGU. Only during a second period, after receiving
donations from Genevan citizens and members of the Geneva
Geographical Society, did the collection begin to include a relevant
amount of ‘rare’, ‘ancient’ and ‘original’ pieces according to collectors’ standard of the time. Secondly, the main aim of the project was
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the utilization of maps for a social and public goal: namely, making
them truly available to anyone (Fig. 5).
Although Perron was satisﬁed to see the map collection secured
within the library and archives of the city of Geneva, he nonetheless
maintained a broader vision for the role of maps in popular education, and with this end in mind he vigorously pursued the creation of a Cartographic Museum. On November 14, 1907 the museum
opened with a public ceremony attended by Perron (Reclus having
died in 1905), Rosier, Piguet-Fages, and De Claparède,63 aiming to
‘interest a wide public [.] while facilitating scientists’ work.’64
The exhibition showed only a sample (some 350 items) of the
immense collection, and was organized in six parts: world maps
(176 items); the ‘history of cartographic drawing’ (55 items);
maritime maps (30 items); maps of Switzerland (50 items); maps of
the Canton of Geneva (30 items), and, ﬁnally, ‘other maps’ (10
items). Within each section, the order of the exhibition was chronological. Perron’s idea of cartographic ‘accuracy’ was surely
inﬂuenced by the Positivism of the time, whereas today we have a
somewhat different vision, being aware, as Matthew Edney writes,
of the ‘delusional nature of the promise of cartographic perfection
engendered by detailed mapping of extensive territories and, more
recently, digital computers and satellite imagery. We can now see
that this perfection entails a signiﬁcant redirection of the cartographic impulse to control the world.’65 Nonetheless, I would argue
that Perron’s position was inserted in a debate where anarchist
geographers explicitly criticized the positivistic philosophy of authors such as Comte and Spencer,66 sharing some of their secular
and ‘progressive’ assumptions but challenging their idea of linear
progress.67 In the case of cartography, Perron and Reclus considered
as their main goal not the realization of greater accuracy, but the
building of new representations of the world and giving them a
social use as in initiatives like the Great Globe, the Cartographic
Museum and their collaboration with popular schools and university extensions. In questioning existing conventions, they stressed
what today we would call ‘the limits of representation’.68
Moreover, Perron’s presentation of the history of cartography in
the museum was quite innovative for his time, especially when
compared to other contemporary museums designed to mythologize the nation and its historical roots, or to demonstrate European ‘superiority’ over ‘exotic’ or ‘primitive’ peoples.69 First, the
collection was to used to emphasize a unifying vision of the world,
as demonstrated by the numerical priority given to world maps.
Second, its vision of the world embraced extra-European representations, including for example reproductions of a dozen Hebrew and Arabic world maps from antiquity and the Middle Ages,
and two ancient maps from Nubia and Mesopotamia which
opened the section on the history of cartographic drawing.70
Thirdly, both the collection and the Museum were shaped by the
case made in favor of three-dimensional representations of the
world, presenting the ‘cartography of the past’ as succeeded and
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bettered by the so-called ‘cartography of future’: as noted above,
the exhibition concluded with a display of the ﬁrst aluminum
sheet of the Spherical Atlas provided by Reclus, who had insisted in
a 1902 letter to Perron that ‘the Earth is round, and consistent
maps also should be.’71
Perron also experimented with new photographic techniques to
simulate aerial photographs made from various heights, using relief
models. The example shown in Fig. 2 was a map simulating a spatial
vision of Switzerland from the height of 180 km,72 anticipating the
modern satellite image while expressing the nineteenth-century
taste for drawn and painted panoramas and dioramas which, according to Denis Cosgrove, had anticipated ‘physical ﬂight’.73
The relative scarcity of extra-European images in the museum
probably owed more to their rarity than to any ideological choice. A
survey of the present cartographic archive, including an interesting
collection of Asian maps, suggests that the majority of such materials were acquired only through more recent donations. On the
other hand, the collection does include some long-held documents
which were obvious apologies for colonialism, including disparaging ﬁgures treating the other ‘races’. Such materials were not
included in the exhibition, and it can be assumed that this was an
ideological choice: as we have seen, Reclus and the anarchist geographers were early and radical opponents of colonialism, racism
and European hegemony.74 The founder of the Cartographic
Museum was aware of the ideological roles which maps could play.
Addressing the transition from Antiquity to the Middle Ages, he
stated ironically that the transformation of cartography in late
Antiquity took place because ‘Christian culture considered the
science of the pagans (Greeks and Romans) as false and very
dangerous for the health of souls’.75 Nevertheless, according to
Perron, that was not a reason to avoid exploring this period in the
history of cartography.
In addition to the catalog, another publication accompanied the
1907 opening of the Museum, namely a history of maps of the
world: Les mappemondes: une étude cartographique. By means of a
short history of representations of the world, Perron made his case
for the establishment of cartographic museums:
I would like to succeed in bringing out, at least in part, the
importance that cartographic museums could hold for scientiﬁc studies as well as for public education. Indeed, it is not
sufﬁcient to be [merely] aware that there exist old documents in the history of cartography; it ought to be that, as
with the canvases of art galleries, they are available to all.
Stored in boxes, their utility is most limited, since we only
remove them, one by one, when by chance some scholar
requests them. This isn’t good enough. What products, other
than those of analysis, can the consultation of isolated documents yield? Comparative studies allowing their simultaneous viewing would certainly also have their value. Then
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again, in our century of democratic instruction, shouldn’t we
bring to light this human endeavor which is perhaps the
greatest and most important of all, that which, beginning in
the remoteness of centuries past, is still pursued with passion today: the discovery of the Earth?76
If Perron’s thinking owes much to nineteenth-century traditions, I would argue that his notion of cartographic history nonetheless diverged from some prevailing concepts of an age when (in
Harley’s words) ‘the history of cartography was not studied as an
independent subject but remained primarily a handmaiden to the
history of geography deﬁned as the history of geographical discovery and exploration.’77 Perron’s advocacy of cartographic museums seems consistent with the idea of cartographic history as an
independent and inclusive ﬁeld of study. The Geneva Geographical
Society backed Perron in his initiative, and entrusted him with
presenting the proposal at the 1908 International Geographical
Congress. Archival materials from the Society’s central Bureau have
recently become available at the Geneva Library, and institutional
memoranda from the time reveal the Society’s interest in ‘making
copies of the rare and ancient maps to preserve them and allow the
opening of new Museums.’78
The International Geographical Congress accepted the proposal,
asking Perron and others to study the conditions by which the
‘cartographic monuments of humankind’ could be made available
to the public. Among the resolutions and wishes voted upon and
approved at the Congress was the following:
The Ninth International Congress of Geography expresses the
wish that the geographical societies truly seek to interest the
governments of their respective countries to conserve the
cartographic monuments of antiquity, the Middle Ages and
the Renaissance, documents of great scientiﬁc value, and
which time threatens to destroy. The Congress names MM.
Nordenskjöld, K. Miller, G. Marcel E. Oberhummer and C.
Perron members of a Commission with a mandate to
centralize the results obtained in this vein, to present to the
next Congress a catalogue giving the general state of repair of
old maps in facsimile, and to determine in order of importance the old cartographic documents whose conservation
would be especially desirable. The Commission will be able
to add, by nomination, members belonging to the various
countries possessing cartographic documents.79
Although Perron died in 1909, the Museum remained open
under the direction of Charles Schöndelmayer. Without its indefatigable animator, however, the institution declined, the number
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of visitors diminished, and the city of Geneva ﬁnally decided to
close it in 1922 ‘as a measure of economy’.80
Conclusion
The historical works of Charles Perron and Élisée Reclus found
today in the Geneva cartographic collection anticipate some features of our present conception of the history of cartography as a
scientiﬁc and critical discipline. An inclusive notion of cartography permitted Reclus and Perron to organize a collection and
develop a public discourse which was not constrained by preconceived chronological or technical limits. This broad conception
is evident, for example, in their recognition of the limitations of
ﬂat maps, which led them to experiment with other forms
of spatial representation, including globes, reliefs and threedimensional objects which then entered into the ﬁeld of the
history of cartography and into the frame of map collections in all
their rich diversity.
The Cartographic Museum founded by Perron and the proposals
for others of its kind presented at the 1908 International
Geographic Congress represented early efforts to produce a critical
discourse on cartography. They were also an afﬁrmation of the
social and pedagogical value of maps at a time of intensifying interest in the educational potential of public and cultural institutions
in Europe. For geographers who were also anarchist activists, this
endeavor had a strategic value in that it allowed them to advocate
the expansion of popular, secular and rational education for both
children and working-class adults. In an epoch when the great
cartographic collections were held in private collections or in libraries not easily accessible for a wider public, the idea of opening
up cartographic museums was relatively advanced. Finally, the
museum and collection provides a further instance of the scientiﬁc
and political strategy of anarchist geographers as Reclus and Perron
who sought to utilize the tools of contemporary science to improve
their project of social transformation, working on the construction
of secular non-dogmatic knowledge, making available science for
the masses while criticizing the ideological limitations of more
conventional maps.
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